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Ancient Egyptian Reception Studies 

Tea with the Sphinx is an annual conference established in 2016 
and based at the University of Birmingham.  Dr. Ellie Dobson and 
Nichola Tonks have created a welcoming atmosphere and provide a 
platform for researchers crossing disciplines and looking deeper into 
ancient reception studies.  The core theme and focus is on ancient 
Egyptian reception studies, heralding in an interdisciplinary approach 
and reviving Egyptology through this. 

Pre Conference Movie Screening: The Mummy (1940, 
Universal) 

Introducing the second annual Tea with the Sphinx conference in 
1940s glamour, ‘The Mummy’s Hand’ (1940), a Universal picture, was 
screened to set the stage for the next two days.  Egyptomania, the 
term applied to the fascination both materially and culturally with 
ancient Egypt saw a fusion of imagery and use in daily British life, 
across Europe and across the globe. Whether it was deemed to be a 
capitalisation on widespread curiosity, or a display of what audiences 
wanted, the entertainment industries such as Hollywood did not 
ignore the trend but enabled it to grow.  They utilised ancient Egyptian 
glamour to create sets that spoke visually of grandeur, treasures, 
mystery and at the same time invoking fear of the unknown ancient 
past.  ‘The Mummy’s Hand’ was open to analysis and discussion by the 
attending audience of its sins of omission and its fictionalised 
screenplay.  It was agreed that the movie’s appeal would have been 
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much more relevant and attractive to an audience of its day, which 
would have had a different reception of its screening.  The movie 
typified the fictional overtones adopted consecutively by books and 
entertainment, the legend of the mummy and associated curses, the 
supernatural and the occult.  The storyline of ‘The Mummy’s Hand’ was 
almost an origins plot to the later Universal 1999 production of ‘The 
Mummy’ with many shots and occasional slapstick humour mirrored in 
both films.  On the whole, the screening set up a perfect introduction 
to the nature of ancient Egypt and its portrayal through the arts, myth 
and legends that flourish in reporting and storytelling of history and 
how it could be received.   

Tea with the Sphinx Conference Report 
Day 1 

The 2017 conference was set 
at the Barber Institute of Fine 
Arts, a gallery and concert hall 
which at the time housed 
Monet’s famed Water Lily 
Pond painting, on loan from 
Chicago.  The ec lect ic 
atmosphere added to the 
enriching setting that was to 
be Day 1 of the conference.   

An initial Roundtable panel of academics opened the day 
including Professor Rosalie David from the University of Manchester, 
Professor Khadija von Zinnenburg Carroll from the University of 
Birmingham and Dr. William Carruthers from the German Historical 
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Institute, London.  The 
focus of the panel rested 
o n t h e f o r m a t i o n o f 
i n t e r d i s c i p l i n a r y 
a p p r o a c h e s a n d w h y 
Egyptology is t reated 
d i f f e r e n t l y v e r s u s 
approaches in other fields 
such as classics.   

Rosalie David shared 
her view of Egyptology as different to the study of classics with the 
intrinsic element of biomedical archaeology as a linked field 
examining ancient human remains.  William Carruthers however did 
not view Egyptology as a pure and separate field stating that a 
‘knowledge claim’ cannot be made.  Rosalie stated that separation 
does appear to concern itself with the differences of language; Latin, 
Greek and Roman treatment of these languages are quite unlike the 
ancient Egyptian language.   

Elena Theodorakopoulos queried from the audience about the 
requirements for languages in the academic study of classics as a 
fading element.  Rosalie agreed that there is a shift in the requirement 
of languages, where they are no longer deemed essential for the study 
of Egyptology as a postgraduate.   

The Roundtable discussion turned into an impassioned debate 
about Said, Foucault and orientalism questioning whether there was 
any room for theories and consideration of the like in reception 
studies.  Khadija von Zinnenburg Carroll suggests that there is a much 
wider picture that must be examined with Egypt, a hierarchy forms 
through the higher purported status of the Greeks and Rome in time 
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and stirred a more primitive attachment to the culture of ancient 
Egypt: ‘Larger colonial history that is at play’, and suggests that we 
need to ‘zoom out’ to view a bigger picture outside of colonialism.  
The debate continued to grow where attendees were hotly in pursuit 
of a wider understanding as essential; it is not possible to simply 
examine and report, but necessary to expand and seek through the 
outlets of reception.   

The conclusion from this Roundtable discussion was the intensity 
for which the call for an interdisciplinary approach is needed.  We 
should not look for just facts, but the possible facts and the failure of 
facts; it is not a case of who is right or wrong, but the reception in 
general that you are studying.  Perspective in all its dimensional forms 
leads on to a deeper understanding and the bigger picture of history 
and cultures.   

 
Learning & Teaching 

Ancient Egypt is a topic well known 
to primary school children throughout the 
UK, and careful consideration must be 
taken when sharing or procuring 
knowledge to the public.  Claire 
Frampton began the panel with her talk 
on ‘Drama as a Learning Tool in Heritage: 
Focusing on Ancient Egypt’.  She is currently examining the 
possibilities of how creative theatre could actively be performed at 
Oxford’s Ashmolean museum to encourage learning through drama 
and the performing arts.  Through the observations of ancient 
Egyptian exhibits she explored how interactive displays gain greater 
audience engagement.  She shared insightful ideas of how the 
performing arts could combine with objects in a museum setting and 
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encourage the active participation of varied ages into learning about 
history and engaging through a performative nature in a museum 
setting as part of an ongoing educational focus.    

In ‘Ancient Egypt Reception 
S t u d i e s : T h e U s e o f 
“Archaeogaming” to Educate 
Digital Natives’, Michelle Hui 
Yee Low discussed how her 
educational projects included 
t h e u s e o f c o m b i n i n g 

Egyptology with digital gaming to form ‘archaeogaming’.  With 
popular games as Tomb Raider and the female character Lara Croft,  
she looked at historical conquests at a glance via Assassins’ Creed, and 
highlighted the fact that gameplay has 
developed into a new educational 
platform.  The interests of students in 
the expanse of computer games and 
gaming technology brings with it 
historical storylines and a virtual sense 
of history.  The active engagement and 
interaction of pupil/audience, either in a performative or activity 
nature, can stimulate educational experiences unlike pure taught 
methods and reading.  There are always elements of pseudo history, 
however reception and engagement is key.   

Clare Lewis examined the case of Sir 
A.H. Gardiner and his 1961 publication 
‘Egypt of the Pharaohs’.  This was 
classified as bridging a gap between 
language and archaeology.  Though 
Gardiner is a famed philologist, he was 
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by no means a natural academic and shied away from engagement 
with a larger audience.  His publication was well received late in 
Gardiner’s life and demonstrates how changes continue to occur in the 
academic environment.   

Technology does impact upon our learning and the reception of 
ancient Egypt.  Drama theatre stirs the involvement of its audience into 
actively being part of a play that reaches out to history.  
Archaeogaming, a technological platform also actively reaches out to 
its end user where manipulation of history and adventure can be 
achieved.  Gardiner’s work was important and interdisciplinary, yet 
audience participation on a larger scale may not work for all as 
Gardiner’s reticence from large audiences demonstrates.  The means 
by which we share and teach knowledge must be done in varied ways, 
some more technical than others, but always with a caution as a gap in 
historical fact will always exist. 

Egypt as Visual Spectacle 
Ancient Egypt leaves behind a landscape strewn with art and 

architecture that puzzles and intrigues.  It is this awe inspiring nature 
that compels many to share their fascination with mass audiences.  Dr. 
Sibylle Erle examined how panorama, paintings and art sceneries 
introduce the observer to a 
foreign or unseen landscape 
creating a ‘controlled viewing 
experience’.  Her talk ‘Egypt and 
the Panorama: From Heroic 
Death at Abu Qir and Ancient 
sites of Cairo or Thebes to an 
Admiration of the Nile’, gave 
insight to the uses of panorama images as a substitute for travel at a 
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time in history where war could be looming or dangers could be 
posed. 

Alice Baddeley’s paper ‘Big Wigs and Eyeliner: How Cinema 
Creates Enduring Myths 
about Ancient Egypt ’ 
presented elements of 
cinematic Hollywood and 
other art productions.  
Just like the screening of 
‘The Mummy’s Hand’, in 
c i n e m a m y t h s a r e  

propagated and endure through 
audience reception.  From the 
1890s to present and future 
generations these films are 
archives in themselves as to their 
then contemporary aspects of 
politics, westernised thought and 
t h e d e v e l o p m e n t o f a 
pseudohistorical narrative.  This is 
e v e r m o r e p r e s e n t i n t h e 
Universal monster horror movie industry.  What sells a film to an 
audience?  Is this the sole purpose?  What is the director or 
screenwriter trying to voice through their production?  How do the 
actors view their roles and how much do their own views regarding 
ancient Egypt reflect on their performances and relay to the viewing 
present and future audiences?  There are many questions that can be 
derived from reception studies of ancient Egypt and cinema is a key 
cipher along with literature that enables the contemplation of these 
outlets of research.   
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Museums & Archives 

Museums and archives themselves 
contain varied objects and information 
that is crucial for research.  However, 
these too can be areas of design and 
of interest to reception studies.  Nicole 
Cochrane acknowledged how ancient 
Egyptian objects can become a part of 
a new personal narrative.  In particular 
she focused on Sir John Soane’s use 

and display of Greek, Roman and Egyptian artefacts.  Her paper ‘Fancy 
delicate ladies of fashion disposing their pretty heads into a mouldy, 
fusty, heiroglyphicked coffin’: Greece, Rome and Egypt in the House 
and Museum of Sir John Soane’ demonstrates how constructions of 
identity can form through the reception of an object.  The evolution of 
a display can stir the observer into a particular mood or mindset and 
enable deeper associations.  Soane’s displays were suggestive of an 
‘aura of gloom’ which can alter its perception/reception.     

Dr. Danie l Potter ’s 
paper ‘“Nonsense and Lies, 
yours Akhie”: Archaeological 
m a r g i n a l i a f r o m t h e 
e x c a v a t i o n s o f J o h n 
Pendlebury’ acknowledges 
the very essence of social 
history and the individual 
who is the researcher and recorder of history.  Personality and 
character are not void from academics and this must be calculated into 
the understanding of what has been recorded and published for our 
reference.  Dr. Potter examined a number of object cards with quirky 
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sentiments and doodles that told another story which layered a 
recording of history upon history, linking the objects into a real life, 
modern world.   

Dr. Eleanor Dobson 
introduced us to  
Marie Corelli and 
the nature of what 
could be described 
as pseudohistory 
encompassed in her 
publicat ions, yet 
f r i n g i n g o n 
cryptohistory where 
associations with 

occultism and mysticism intertwine with historical fact.  Dr. Dobson’s 
paper ‘Marie Corelli in the Archive: The Case of the Egyptian Necklace’ 
purveys this entirely associating elements of exoticism, mysticism and 
magic through the real and surreal experiences and writings of Corelli 
and her necklace which induced prophetic dreams.   

It is important to pause here for a moment and acknowledge the 
elements of reception studies and what it brings to the fore.  The 
impact that history can have, in material and memory forms, impacts 
upon current societies and cultures.  Religion and spiritual beliefs can 
be affected by evidence (or lack of) and even the interpretation of 
objects and reported history.  Marie Corelli and the nature of her own 
beliefs exemplify the position of influence that ancient history can 
have.  It is important that whilst interdisciplinary approaches are a must 
for moving forward in examining the reception of ancient Egypt and 
the field of Egyptology itself, there are various topics which are 
ignored because of their varied entertaining nature or fictional 
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overtones.  However, it is in the recognition and study of these topics 
that we can better understand the impact and reception that ancient 
Egypt has and continues to have on a global scale.   

Heroes & Villains 
Perception of ancient individuals and their representation in 

antiquity and in modern reception can be varied.  Dr. Ian Taylor 
presented his paper ‘Perception of the god Seth in Ancient Egyptian 
and Modern Cultures’ reminding 
the audience how reception 
studies can be reflective and 
reflexive in their portrayal and 
representation over time.  The 
Western perception tied the 
image of Seth as one embroiled 
in negative connotations fuelled 
by the Greek writing of Plutarch.  
This echoes the reality of how the 
whole picture of the mythical or living individual is shaped by the 
perceptions of another and can become a pseudo historical figure, 
one that is shaped by history itself via cultural memory.   

The villain in history, their 
character and depiction rest 
upon interpretation.  Rosalind 
Janssen’s paper gets straight to 
the point with the ‘Pharaoh as a 
Villainous Buffoon: The Ancient 
Reception of Exodous 1’.  Both 
male and female presence is 

questioned as the pharaoh gives orders to destroy the new-born 
Hebrew boys; Janssen acknowledges that females were excluded from 
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this order.  Two women, Shiphrah and Puah, were strong figures who 
stood against the pharaoh’s order.  Janssen further acknowledged that 
the Hebrew women appear to be of a character defined as strong and 
‘giving birth before midwives attended’, characteristics potentially very 
different to Egyptian women of the same period.  This is an area which 
welcomes an interdisciplinary approach and considers feminist studies 
and reception pertaining to women of different cultures in history, and 
comparative powers or characteristics that appear to define them in 
unique political situations.   

John J. Johnston introduced the delegates to ‘Scholars, 
charlatans and villains: The Egyptologist in British Narrative Television 
1967-2016’.  Spanning 
almost a 50 year period, 
Johnston presents the use 
of ancient Egyptian topics 
and characters to seduce 
the audience with i ts 
surface appeal and how it 
is added to by comical or 
exaggerated dramat ic 
application.  Often, it is the 
element of Tutankhamun and the lingering curse that contributes 
mysticism and the tangible interaction of modern times with ancient.  
Notably, Johnston remarks on The Curse of King Tut’s Tomb (HTV, 
Philip Leacock, 1980) and the mini series Tutankhamun (ITV, Peter 
Webber, 2016).  They provided shifting images of Howard Carter who 
was no longer historical, but historical fiction by their interpretation of 
his behaviour and portrayal of his life and work at the site of 
Tutankhamun’s tomb.  Stereotyping and the limited screen presence 
on occasion, introduces and sustains the Egyptologist as brash, 
villainous at times, often with a British accent and whose screen time 
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can be quite short lived.  Johnston looked at areas considering 
historical dramatisations, recreations, elements of scripts, productions 
and performances which enhance the perception of the audience over 
time to expect certain behaviours and a general perception of 
Egyptologists in British narrative television.   

As television and access to the internet is global and part of 
many daily lives, it can act as a means to promote knowledge and also 
mask knowledge in the form of dramatic interpretation and 
(re-)representation.  This is a tool used to entertain and enhance the 
knowledge of mass audiences.  As researchers and Egyptologists it is 
necessary to consider what our end goal researching is.  As 
researchers must report history, produce findings and an analysis, it is 
necessary to understand audiences.  These audiences should not be 
purely academic in our understanding, but a global and diverse 
audience who are often exposed to the dramatic and continued 
representations of Egyptologists and ancient Egypt within the 
expansive entertainment industry.  TV programmes are able to reach a 
much larger percentage of the population than academic research, 
and it is important to be prepared, ready to address and be mindful of 
the occurring field of reception studies.   

Poster Presentations 
Poppy Hicklin- ‘The Importance of a Boy-King’: The reception of the study of 
Tutankhamun 

Bob Richmond- ‘Digital Hieroglyphic 2017’ 

The first day of the conference drew to a close with the very eye 
opening reality of the mass audience and how entertainment can 
report h is tory through dramat ic ( re- ) interpretat ion and 
(re-)representation, and even reinforcing ideas of what defines ancient 
Egypt or an Egyptologist.  Reception studies are integral as part of an 
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interdisciplinary approach akin to Egyptology and ancient Egyptian 
studies.   

Tea with the Sphinx  
Day 2  

Birmingham, 
Egyptology & 
Reception Studies 
The opening of Day 2 
b e g a n w i t h a n o t h e r 
Roundtable discussion with 
a c a d e m i c s f r o m t h e 
University of Birmingham 

from across departments 
including Dr. Martin Bommas - Egyptology, Dr. Eleanor Dobson - 
English Literature, Dr. David Gange - History, and Dr. Elena 
Theodorakopoulos - Classics.   

Dr. Martin Bommas opened the discussion stating how reception 
studies were not originally part of the Egyptological tradition, yet 
found it important to acknowledge where we come from and who we 
are, defining the importance of reception.  Bommas recommends an 
interdisciplinary field of research for Egyptology, and suggests that 
without this the field will likely disappear altogether.  Dr. David Gange 
stated that any outsider questioning Egyptologists see complex 
narratives that Egyptologists do not.  The position of Bommas as an 
Egyptologist willing to accept reception studies into the fold means a 
starting point of developing the field and working across disciplines 
can happen.  Gange saw this as a promising moment in academic 
history.  Bommas strongly urged that it is necessary to publish within 
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this combined interdisciplinary field, emphasising that Egyptian 
reception studies need publication within the current and arising 
academic journals and other platforms. 

Dr. Eleanor Dobson recommended that the reading of classical 
reception is necessary in order to gain understanding and get that 
methodology drive.  Dr. Elena Theodorakopoulos stated that there was 
a distinct lack of methodology in research being presented.  
Methodology is carried out in research work, but many fail to 
acknowledge their approach in their written work and is where the 
reader is losing out on being able to understand the framework 
utilised by a researcher.  Theodorakopoulos further acknowledged that 
differences in reception are important.  Dobson added that often the 
reader is forgotten, and how it is important to not exclude them.   

Gange stated that the ‘academic world is an odd world of vanity’, 
and that it is important to look to a wider audience, with a strong 
emphasis that we ‘must look for wider audience’ and engage deeply in 
interdisciplinary areas.  Dobson further emphasised that different 
perspectives are very important.  Bommas urged that all perspectives 
count, not just academics’: society and all people can add to this 
dimension.  He acknowledged that this is a difficult position, but a 
mass and varied contribution to Egyptology needs to be achieved.   

The panel turned to the concern over language, ancient 
languages sometime acting as a barrier for studying in the field of 
Egyptology and other ancient historical research.  Theodorakopoulos 
suggested that without language, it is necessary to have a good 
understanding of translations.  There has been a move in more recent 
years to not require previous language skills such as Latin, Greek, 
ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs and hieratic to enable greater 
attendance and access to the fields of research at academic 
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institutions.  It was in general agreed that the language skills 
themselves are very important as translations of texts are greatly varied 
in reception studies.     

Gange stated that there are things we can still gain from 19th 
Century Egyptology.  In particular, the work of Egyptologist Flinders 
Petrie was largely interdisciplinary, however this did not stimulate 
continued efforts by other Egyptologists and so such practices shrunk.   

The Roundtable turned to a debate surrounding the use of 
orientalism with ancient Egyptian studies.  Firstly, they looked at the  
initial disregard of orientalism, before focusing on the establishment of  
cultures and questioning their endurance.  Gange acknowledged that 
many avoid the usage of orientalism, however it is not completely 
ignored in studies.  He stated that we all examine power and workings 
of power, deal with questions of race, gender, class and imperialism.  
Dobson and Theodorakopoulos were in agreement that it should not 
be dismissed in its entirety as it can have value in reception studies in 
line with what Gange outlined.     

The question was raised to the panel as to the implications for 
reception studies with regards to ‘ownership’ and narratives along with 
the rights and politics to these.  Bommas remarked: ‘Who owns history 
and who has the right to interpret?’  He stated that we should not deny 
other cultures their own interpretation.  Gange added that it is 
important to be self aware.  A point was further made by 
Theodorakopoulos looking into female reception in classics, and that 
the field is very male dominated.  There are flows of influence and 
influence in reception, so self awareness is incredibly important to the 
academic, researcher and amongst the audience.   

The panel continued to applaud the usage of interdisciplinary 
work within the reception of ancient Egypt and in the field of 
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Egyptology.  Birmingham was not divided in their approach, but saw 
unity through differing perspectives, knowledge and diverse fields as a 
way forward with academics and willing audiences to research the 
field of Egyptology.  The Roundtable were in agreement that there is 
great importance in ancient Egyptian reception studies.    

Ancient Egypt & the Modern World 
Monuments and novels seek out identifying modern 

circumstances or landscapes with that of antiquity.  Its appeal is exotic 
and in some instances unifying.  Silke Henkele began the panel 
introducing the audience to ‘The German Historic Novel from the Late 
19th to the Early 20th Century: A Case Study of the Novel Aton by 
Ludwig Diehl’.  Henkele states that novels can create stereotypes and 

a s s u m p t i o n s a b o u t 
a n c i e n t E g y p t i a n 
culture.  The language 
that is used and the 
setting of a familiar 
l o c a t i o n t o i t s 
readership can attract a 
wider audience based 
on the familiar aside 

from the unfamiliar and the mysterious.  Terminology can also add to 
the attraction within novels.  The historic novel utilises themes and 
chosen elements from a historical time period or setting and is utilised 
as a backdrop.  In Henkele’s look at Aton, she argues that historical 
characters such as Amenhotep III and Queen Tiye were utilised as 
masks for modern politics and struggles, almost euphemisms for 
present day society encased in the romanticism of ancient Egypt.  
Henkele questions the degree that Aton is an historical novel stating 
that it is not authentic and is not historic, yet through reception studies 
it reveals the disguised nature of contemporary political and social 
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struggles and events under a veil of an ancient backdrop.  Henkele 
warns in her final slide ‘Be aware: history is what you make it.’  

S a r a h I r v i n g 
examined claims to the 
p a s t i n h e r p a p e r 
‘Pharaonic before Arab: 
comparing Middle Eastern 
claims on the ancient past’.  
Ancient history has been 
u s e d a s g r o u n d s o f 
common interest and to 
create patriotism and unification.  This has been demonstrated 
amongst Middle Eastern politicians and academics alike.  An echo to 
the panel’s earlier discussion on who owns history, cultures can be 
divided in expression and ownership.  Irving examines this topic in 
light of Egyptian Pharaonism, the attachment to pharaonic Egypt, and 
how it permits a source identity for a wide group of the Egyptian 
population.  This identity claims ownership through shared historical 
narratives of Egypt which moves beyond religion and regional 
divisions.  Modern monuments and ancient stylisation combine to add 
to this modern perception of a wider identification with the past.  
However, there are regionally defined cultural groups in areas of the 
Middle East such as the Lebanese Maronites who form much more 
‘exclusive identities’ and are specific in their identity as a much more 
complex rather than overarching expression of being Middle Eastern.  
Though unification through a wide connection can support a 
combined identity, Irving argues that it can also take over, obscuring 
expression and identity.   
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The Egyptian Revival 
Fashion, decoration, art and architecture were not devoid of the 

influence and exotic appeal of ancient Egypt.  Dr. Jasmine Day and 
Lizzie Glithero-West demonstrate the intense creations and more 
modern adornments that Egyptomania and Tutmania inspired 
amongst designers and the proprietors of such goods.   

In her paper ‘Hearts of Glass: identifying the styles and sources 
of the Neiger brothers’ Egyptian Revival jewellery’, Dr. Day presented 
the crafted jewellery of the Neiger brothers and their inspired 
Egyptian revival style.  An example of mummy beads with pharaonic 
representations and hues of blue and green glaze, their style was not 
discreet in what they were creating.  These 1920s designer pieces 
often appear on eBay and can be found, yet there is a lack of visual 
records so the extent of the styles cannot be known. Though there is a 
lack of visual record, it is apparent that the jewellery pieces were 
popular and produced in great number.  It is Day’s intention to locate 
possible objects that served for inspiration for the Neiger brothers, 
and attempt to sequence the jewellery and its production.  The mass 
work and detail of the Neiger brothers’ work acknowledges the strong 
impression that ancient Egyptian style had upon modern societies of 
the 1920s to a wide accepting consumer.     

Expanding on the influence of ancient 
Egyptian style, Glithero-West looked 
at the understanding of Tutankhamun 
and the revivial of his life and death 
through jewellery by the likes of 
Cartier, Hollywood, hairstyles, clothing 
and furniture of the 1920s.  In ‘Death, 
Re-Birth and Decoration: Tutmania in 
the 1920s as a Metaphor for a Society 
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in Recovery from World War One’, she demonstrates a use of an 
interdisciplinary approach through anthropology and art history 
examining unique features of the material 1920s society.  The jeweller 
Cartier was a strong focus, where their intense interpretation of ancient 
Egyptian style appears to have been closely studied for historical 
representational value.  The close study by Day and Glithero-West 
demonstrates that the Egyptian revival was not without desire to 
interpret, but a desire to replicate, understand and share the unique 
structures and beliefs of an ancient culture, to gain a tangible 
connection through the replication of visual and material objects.  
There is a definite want of interaction between  ancient Egypt and a 
wider audience outside of academic reception.   

Supernatural & Occult 
The diverse range of ancient Egyptian inspiration was by no 

means a more modern historical phenomenon, however an ancient 
influencer of metaphysical and scientific interest crossing into the 
fields of the supernatural and the occult.  Fabiana Lopes da Silveira’s 
paper ‘Ancient Egypt in Early Alchemy and Hermeticism: A Genetic or 
a Reception Question?’ addressed influences from Egypt onto 
alchemical authors such as Democritus from the first century AD.  Many 
origins of alchemy and hermetic practices are traced to Egypt, which is  
considered to be the land of sacred knowledge, a landscape of 
learning and of alchemical importance.  Evidence through the Leiden 
and Stockholm papyri demonstrates the alchemical work carried out 
with materials such as metals (gold and silver) and stones.  The 
practices of the alchemists are possibly a means to revealing ancient 
Egyptian practices.     

Sara Brio introduced the conference to her work on ‘Egypt as 
Other: Examining the Relationship Between Victorian Occultism and 
Ancient Egypt’.  Stemming from Victorian Britain, Brio acknowledged 
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the fear of the occult and its 
o n w a r d g r o w t h t h r o u g h 
spiritualism.  From Corelli’s 
imaginative works Ziska (1897) 
and the work of Lot No. 249 by 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1892), 
Brio highlights how fear of the 
occult are linked through ancient Egyptian themes ascribing to a 
horror related genre. This further reminds us of John J. Johnston’s 
paper designating the British Egyptologist as a source of negative 
presence be it a ‘scholar, charlatan or villain’.  The enduring 
categorisation of the Egyptologist and generalised themes 
surrounding ancient Egypt moved from the Victorian era and 
maintained its imaginative space over a prolonged period of time.  
Novels, radio, plays, television and movies all contribute to the 
sustaining pattern of dramatic and acted motifs related to ancient 
Egypt over time albeit fictionalised, compressed, stereotyped yet with 
mass entertainment appeal.  The growing belief in spiritualism in 
Victorian Britain grew rapidly connecting the physical world through 
psychical communication, an essence of the modern connection with 
the ‘other’, and argued by Brio to have altering effects on the reception 
of ancient Egypt to this day.   

Troublesome Bodies 
Ancient Egypt is undeniably 
linked to modern perceptions of 
the occult and horror as the 
p r e v i o u s p a n e l h a d 
demonstrated.  Alessandro 
Cabiat i demonstrates th is 
further in his paper ‘From 
F a s c i n a t i o n To H o r r o r : 
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Representing the Mummy Between (Anti)Positivism and the Occult in 
Fiction and Poetry, 1845-1892’.  Cabiati acknowledged that after the 
invasion of Egypt by Napoleon publications stirred with the 
imaginative landscape of ancient Egypt in written works of fiction and 
poetry.  The mummy, the wrapped and sacred deceased, remained the 
subject of the inherited themes associated with the supernatural and 
occult.  Cabiati analysed poems, Edgar Allan Poe’s Some Words with a 
Mummy (1845), the novel Le Roman de la 
momie (1859) by Theophile Gautier, and 
a revisit to Lot No. 249 by Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle.  They all touched upon the 
theme of the reanimation of the mummy, 
and in essence reanimating ancient Egypt 
into the imagination of a modern 
audience where sciences are defied and 
accepted at the same time.     

Themes and images of the fictional ancient Egyptian modern 
myth tradition adopted by novels and the entertainment industry 
represent a changing pattern of censorship.  This was not just in art 
imitating history, however also art itself, the ancient objects and 
iconography of Egypt have been affected by changing perceptions.  
Dr. Pauline Norris warns caution as the once perceived explicit nature 
of visual iconographical displays of the fertility god Min was a difficult 
discussion in earlier Egyptological studies and display.  Though  
Classical Greek statues may have remained uncensored, ancient 
Egyptian iconography was deemed to be offensive.  In her paper 
‘Morals, manners and Min: the reception of fertility gods in Egyptology 
to the present day’, Norris looked at the ways censorship and courtesy 
language was used to discuss the god Min and phallic representation.  
This censorship in translation, iconography and discussion meant that 
research was limited on many facets of fertility and its representations 
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amongst other areas, and left for later future investigations.  Modern 
changes in thought and interpretation have led to greater discussions 
and less censorship from which the advancement of research can 
propel.  

Keynote Closing Speaker - Professor Stephanie Moser 

‘Possessed of the beauty of antiquity’: Victorian Artists 
and the Intimate Lives of the Ancient Egyptians 

The Tea with the Sphinx 2017 is 
a unique platform that gives 
speakers and delegates the 
c h a n c e t o a c k n o w l e d g e 
interdisciplinary approaches in 
the field of reception studies as 
it relates to ancient Egypt and 
across other fields.  Professor 
Stephanie Moser exemplified 

how research through the use of an 
interdisciplinary approach can 
advance research and gain access 
to greater detail beyond the 
constraints of a single isolated 
research field.  She explored the 
world of Egyptian Victorian art with 
Ippolito Rosellini (1800-1843) an 
artist and Egyptologist whose 
artistry documented objects of 
ancient Egypt.  Moser also focused 
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on Lawerence Alma-Tadema, an 
extraordinary artist (1836-1912) 
whose research into the objects 
of Egyptian antiquity propelled 
h i s a r t w o r k t o d e l v e i n t o 
documented object records and 
studies, a mix of authentic 
representation with art ist ic 
reinterpretation.  His work 
crossed disciplines and gave 
intense focus on recreating possible scenes and settings for objects of 
antiquity giving them place and purpose.  Tadema quite literally 
painted the possibilities and probabilities of the use of art, 
architecture, and material culture in a socialised setting of ancient 
Egypt with attention to detail and practical usage.  Moser shared her 
enthusiasm for her research and actively demonstrates the benefits of 
an interdisciplinary approach in the field of ancient Egyptian reception 
studies and beyond.   

The Tea with the Sphinx 2017 conference heralds the 
consideration of forward movement in crossing disciplines, breaking 
boundaries and expanding research into ancient Egypt.  The speakers 
have demonstrated the intricate nature of reception studies and how 
they are linked across disciplines and cannot be separated but need to 
work together.  The call for an interdisciplinary approach is not new, 
but in light of modern perceptions, reduced censorship and the 
acceptance of academic and non-academic perspectives, it is ever-
more likely that this goal might be realised and has a strong future in 
Ancient Egyptian studies and the field of Egyptology.     

Kelee M. Siat  
BA (Hons) Sociology,  MA Antiquity-Egyptology, PGR Egyptology
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